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A.  Project design plan  

Problem statement 

The “Mpamba Effect” is the name given to a question that has existed in science for 

millennium, the question being: does hot water freeze faster than cold? (Jeng, 2005)  The 

question has been tested many times with many different results. This project will conduct a 

controlled experiment to determine how long it takes for water of various temperatures to freeze. 

Given four equal sized amounts of water from the same source in identical containers and using 

the same freezer at the same temperature for each, how long will it take the water to reach 32°  

Fahrenheit when the four samples start at different temperatures?  

The independent variable in this study is the starting temperature of each water sample. 

The dependent variable is the time takes each sample to reach 32°  Fahrenheit. The controlled 

variables will be the containers and their covers, the source of the water, applying heat (where 

applicable) while the water is in the container and a uniform freezer environment. Each sample 

will be weighed before and after the freezing test to record evaporation. Each test will be 

performed using fresh water for each sample three times to ensure uniform results. The same 

digital timer, digital thermometer and digital scale will be used for all phases of the experiment.  

 

Relevance 

 This experiment has been discussed extensively and not enough tests have been 

conducted to provide a verifiable conclusion. Further test results either supporting or refuting the 

hypothesis that hot water freezes faster than cold is relevant. 
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Literature review 

 Aristotle first postulated the theory that hot water freezes faster. (Jeng, 2005) In modern 

times, Erasto Mpemba first published the experiment in 1969. His conclusions proved the 

hypothesis, but flaws were later found in his procedures. (Eresto Mpemba, 2012) 

 Another noted experiment was conducted in 1977 by Jearl Walker and originally 

published in The Scientific American. Walker used different variations of quantity and container 

type to test the Mpemba effect. In 6 different tests, three proved the effect, while two disproved it 

and one was inconclusive. (Investigating …, 2012) 

 

Experimental design (Design Plan) 

 Four 50 ml samples will be tested at 57°, 95°, 130° and 180° Fahrenheit. Filtered water 

with an initial temperature of 57° Fahrenheit will be used from the same source for all samples. 

Each sample beyond the first will be heated and tested in a stainless steel dish while covered 

with aluminum foil to prevent water vapor loss. The samples will be brought to temperature 

individually in their sample dish over a gas burner covered in aluminum foil to give even heat. 

Each sample will be weighed to the hundredth of ounces before freezing.  

Each sample will then be put in the same freezer at 0° Fahrenheit and checked regularly 

while timing them to determine how long it takes to reach 32° Fahrenheit. The temperature will 

be checked initially 20 minutes after placing in freezer and at 10 or 15 minute intervals thereafter 

until close to freezing when the time interval becomes subjective based on how close the sample 

is to freezing.. Care must be taken and the internal thermometer observed to ensure no 

temperature loss from within the freezer. After reaching temperature, the samples will be 
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weighed to determine water vapor loss. The test will then be repeated three times for each 

temperature set. 

 Using identical containers will provide uniformity for the results gained from the 

different temperatures. Covering and weighing them to prevent vapor loss will help to rule out 

factors such as evaporation, which may affect the rate at which the water cools. Repeating each 

test three times will confirm the test results. 

Each sample will be marked. The time it takes to reach freezing will be recorded 

individually on a data table, from which a chart will be created showing which temperatures 

cooled the fastest. Any sample compromised by temperature loss in the freezer will be 

invalidated and will need to be repeated. 

 All measurements will be made digitally using the same equipment; scale, thermometer 

and timer. Measurement units used are Milliliters for the water volume, Fahrenheit degrees for 

the temperature, Ounces to two decimal places for the weight, and the timer going to the tenth of 

a second for measurement but rounded to the nearest minute for calculation purposes.  

The heat source will be a gas range and the freezer will be the same with the same empty 

shelf used for all samples. The containers will be small stainless steel dishes covered with 

aluminum foil. Temperatures will be read through a small hole large enough for the probe of the 

thermometer to fit through.  

 

Dependent, independent, and controlled variables 

The independent variable in this experiment is the starting temperature of each water sample. 

The dependent variable is the amount of time it takes each sample to reach 32° Fahrenheit. 

Controlled variables are uniform containers using filtered water from the same source, samples 
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heated in the container, all samples cooled in the same freezer and samples covered to prevent 

vapor loss and weighed to ensure it. 

 

Threat reduction to internal validity 

 Several steps have been taken to protect or reduce threats to internal validity. Using water 

from the same source ensures uniform gas levels in the liquid, which could affect freezing time. 

Using identical containers and the same measurement tools prevents a bias of the results due to 

lack of uniformity. Covering and weighing the samples ensures against influencing freeze time 

by evaporation. Finally, repeating each test three times prevents a random result. 

 

Hypothesis 

 Given four uniform samples of water of different temperatures, the hotter water will 

freeze before the cooler water. This is an expression of the “Mpemba effect” and this experiment 

will prove its validity.  
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B.  Explain the process of data collection 

 

Tests were conducted as described in experimental design. The water was derived from 

the same source, measured 50 ml per sample individually, and then brought to starting 

temperature in the sample containers. The top shelf of the freezer was used and it was emptied 

prior to testing. The reading on the internal thermometer in the freezer remained constant at 0° 

Fahrenheit throughout the experiment, though several samples were invalidated and had to be 

repeated  due to temperature loss. Three sets of data were collected for each temperature. These 

are plotted on the chart above. The same tools were used throughout the experiment. Covering 

the samples must have prevented evaporation, as there was no change in weight when weighed 

before and after on a digital scale. 
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C.  Explain the results of your experiment 

Row 

Labels 
Sum of 
Trial1(min) 

Sum of Trial 
3(min) 

Sum of Trial 
2(min) 

Data 1(55°F) 29 41 40 

Data 2(95°F) 43 59 48 

Data 3(130°F) 65 71 68 

Data 4(180°F) 45 59 52 

 

 Test results show that the coldest water consistently reached freezing temperature first. 

Each of the hotter samples took longer than the 57° sample in all three trials. 

 

D.  Provide a conclusion derived from your interpretation of the data 

Results of this experiment soundly refute the hypothesis. It took considerably less time 

for the coolest water to reach 32° Fahrenheit than the other sets. The closest set to the cool 

temperature was 95°, and it still fell short. Curiously, The 180° set cooled faster than the 130° set 

but this does not prove the Mpemba effect. 

The experimental design mapped out the exact procedure of how this experiment was 

conducted. This was critical to ensure the results were valid and repeatable. This experiment can 

be repeated exactly by following the experimental design. Replication of an experiment is proof 

of its validity as fact, or, in this case, its falsehood. 
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